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Refreshments - Fizzy Fuzzy Big & Buzzy - Amazon.com Music While I realize this "first time on vinyl" pressing must be a digital mastering transferred to vinyl (it
may not be, I'm just assuming since it's 20 years old), it really is a clean record and hard to tell it's digital, as the compression is very well masked. Fuzzy - Super
Mario Wiki, the Mario encyclopedia This article is about the Fuzzies in the Mario franchise. For Super Mario World 2: Yoshi's Island Fuzzies, see Fuzzy (Super
Mario World 2: Yoshi's Island. List of recurring Mario franchise enemies - Wikipedia This is a list of common, recurring enemies in the Mario franchise.The enemies
on the list are in alphabetical order, and are most commonly found in Super Mario games, in which Bowser commands his minions to block and act as obstacles to
Mario, who is normally attempting to rescue Princess Peach.. Most of these enemies are identical in look and are classified as species.

Key - Super Mario Wiki, the Mario encyclopedia In Super Mario 64, there are only two Big Keys in the game and they can found in two Bowser's levels: Bowser in
the Dark World and Bowser in the Fire Sea.Mario gets them when Bowser is defeated. The keys can open Doors of the Princess Peach's Castle.The first key opens the
door of the castle's basement and the second key opens the door of the castle's upper floors. Luigi | MarioWiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia Luigi (Japanese
ãƒ«ã‚¤ãƒ¼ã‚¸, RuÄ«ji) is the younger twin brother of Mario from the Mario series. He's the deuteragonist of some of the series' titles (Despite this, he is considered
the deuteragonist by the overall franchise by some regardless. Bowser | MarioWiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia Bowser attacking Mario in Super Mario 64.. In
Super Mario 64 and its remake, Super Mario 64 DS, Bowser invaded Princess Peach's Castle and stole the Power Stars.He used them to create worlds inside many of
the paintings and walls of the castle. Peach and many of her Toads were also trapped in the paintings of the castle and could only be freed by Mario regaining all of
the Power Stars.

Amazon.com: Wonder Man: Virginia Mayo, Donald Woods, Steve ... Boisterous nightclub entertainer, Buzzy Bellew, was the witness to a murder committed by
gangster Ten Grand Jackson. One night, two of Jackson's thugs kill Buzzy and dump his body in the lake at Prospect Park in Brooklyn. Refreshments - Fizzy Fuzzy
Big & Buzzy - Amazon.com Music While I realize this "first time on vinyl" pressing must be a digital mastering transferred to vinyl (it may not be, I'm just assuming
since it's 20 years old), it really is a clean record and hard to tell it's digital, as the compression is very well masked. Fuzzy - Super Mario Wiki, the Mario
encyclopedia This article is about the Fuzzies in the Mario franchise. For Super Mario World 2: Yoshi's Island Fuzzies, see Fuzzy (Super Mario World 2: Yoshi's
Island.

List of recurring Mario franchise enemies - Wikipedia Goombas /ËˆÉ¡uË•mbÉ‘Ë•/, known in Japan as Kuribo (ã‚¯ãƒªãƒœãƒ¼, KuribÅ•, [kÉ¯.É¾i.boË•]), are a
species of sentient mushrooms from Nintendo's Mario franchise.They first appeared in the NES video game Super Mario Bros. as the first enemy players encounter.
Key - Super Mario Wiki, the Mario encyclopedia In Super Mario World, Keys and Keyholes can be found in various levels. Bringing a Key to a Keyhole activates
the respective level's secret exit. Like other items in the game, Keys can be carried around and dropped or kicked upwards, but they will have no effect on a Keyhole
unless held by the player. Luigi | MarioWiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia Luigi (Japanese ãƒ«ã‚¤ãƒ¼ã‚¸, RuÄ«ji) is the younger twin brother of Mario from the
Mario series. He's the deuteragonist of some of the series' titles (Despite this, he is considered the deuteragonist by the overall franchise by some regardless.

Bowser | MarioWiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia Bowser attacking Mario in Super Mario 64.. In Super Mario 64 and its remake, Super Mario 64 DS, Bowser
invaded Princess Peach's Castle and stole the Power Stars.He used them to create worlds inside many of the paintings and walls of the castle. Amazon.com: Wonder
Man: Virginia Mayo, Donald Woods, Steve ... Boisterous nightclub entertainer, Buzzy Bellew, was the witness to a murder committed by gangster Ten Grand
Jackson. One night, two of Jackson's thugs kill Buzzy and dump his body in the lake at Prospect Park in Brooklyn.
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